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Abstra t
A heavy s alar eld su h as moduli or an in aton generally mixes with a eld responsible for the
supersymmetry breaking. We study the s alar de ay into the standard model parti les and their
superpartners, gravitinos, and the supersymmetry breaking se tor, parti ularly paying attention
to de ay modes that pro eed via the mixing between the s alar and the supersymmetry breaking
eld. The impa ts of the new de ay pro esses on osmologi al s enarios are also dis ussed; the
modulus eld generi ally produ es too many gravitinos, and most of the in ation models tend to
result in too high reheating temperature and/or gravitino overprodu tion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S alar elds play an important role in the thermal history of the universe. On e a s alar
eld dominates the energy density of the universe, the subsequent evolution of the universe
strongly depends on the reheating pro esses hara terized by the de ay temperature and the
de ay produ ts.
Su h s alar elds, symboli ally denoted by , may be identi ed with an in aton or moduli
elds. A modulus eld generally a quires nonzero va uum expe tation value (VEV) in the
va uum. In aton elds as well have non-vanishing VEVs in many in ation models. On e
a s alar eld obtains a nonzero VEV, 0  hi, there is no remnant symmetry to forbid
mixings of  with the other elds, sin e the symmetries under whi h  is harged, if any, are
spontaneously broken in the va uum. There is another important s alar eld, z , whi h is
responsible for the supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking. The presen e of su h SUSY breaking
eld is inevitable in the SUSY theories, be ause of an absen e of the light superparti les.
The SUSY breaking eld, z , must be singlet under any unbroken symmetries at the va uum
in order for the auxiliary eld, Gz , to obtain a nite VEV. Therefore the s alar eld z as
well generally obtains a VEV, z0  hz i.
We would like to stress that a s alar eld  with nonzero VEV, su h as the in aton
and moduli, generi ally mixes with the SUSY breaking eld z in the va uum. In parti ular
su h mixing has impa ts on the de ay pro esses of . It has been re ently argued that the
modulus and in aton de ays may produ e too many gravitinos and/or the lightest SUSY
parti le (LSP) [1, 2, 3, 4℄. In Ref. [5℄, however, it has been demonstrated that the gravitino
produ tion rate an be suppressed by taking a ount of the mixing of  with z in some
expli it models. In this paper, we develop general analyses on the mixture of  and z , and
dis uss its osmologi al onsequen es, paying parti ular attention to the de ay of  via the
mixing with z .
In the next se tion, we develop a formalism to obtain the mass-eigenstate basis and larify
the relation between the mass-eigenstate basis and the model basis. In Se . III, we onsider
several de ay pro esses in the mass eigenstates, espe ially those indu ed via the mixing
with the SUSY breaking se tor, in the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking s enario. We also
dis uss how the modulus and in aton osmology is a e ted by the mixing. In Se . IV we
take up the low energy SUSY breaking models su h as the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
2

(GMSB) models [6℄, larifying the di eren e from the ase of gravity mediation. Se . V is
devoted to dis ussions on mis ellaneous topi s. We give a summary in the last se tion. In
Appendix. A, we show the goldstino interpretation of the s alar de ay into gravitinos and
see the equivalen e between the two pi tures.
II. MASS-EIGENSTATE BASIS

A s alar de ay must be onsidered in its mass-eigenstate basis, while a model is often
given in su h a way that parti les in the model are not mass eigenstates espe ially if some
symmetries are spontaneously broken in the va uum. In parti ular, it is quite probable that
a s alar  with nonzero VEV mixes with the SUSY breaking eld z in the va uum, sin e
there is no remnant symmetry that forbids the mixing. The kineti term and non-analyti
(NA) and analyti (A) mass terms of  and z in the model frame are given as

Lkin: = y  + zy z + gzy z + gzzy ;
2 y
2 y
2 y
2 y
L(NA)
mass = M  + Mzzz z + Mz z + Mzz ;
1 2
1 2
2
L(A)
mass = 2 M  + 2 Mzz zz + Mz z + h: :;
elds are expanded around the VEV,  !  0 and z ! z z0.

where the
in the kineti term, gz and gz, are given by
*

+

*

+

(1)
(2)
(3)
The mixings

 2K
 2K
gz =
;
g
=
;
(4)

z

zy
z y
where K is the Kahler potential, while g and gzz are normalized to be unity. Note that
the ross term gz y  z naturally appears if there are higher order terms in the Kahler
potential before the elds are expanded around the VEV. The purpose of this se tion is to
larify the relation between the model basis (; z ) and the mass-eigenstate basis.
In the Einstein frame, the 4D N = 1 supergravity (SUGRA) Lagrangian ontains the
s alar potential, V = eG (Gi Gi 3) a . The (non-)analyti mass terms an be written in terms
of the total Kahler potential, G = K + ln jW j2, as


 2V
(5)
Mij2  = i yj = eG riGk rj  Gk Rij  k` Gk G` + gij  ;
' '


 2V
k
G
(6)
r
G
+
r
G
+
G
r
r
G
=
e
Mij2 = Mji2 =
i j
j i
i j k ;
'i 'j
a

Throughout this paper we assume that the D-term potential is negligible.
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where we have assumed the vanishing osmologi al onstant, Gi Gi = 3, and used the potential minimization ondition, Gi rk Gi + Gk = 0 in the va uum. The gravitino mass is
E
D
given by m3=2 = eG=2 . Here and in what follows, the subs ript i denotes a derivative

with respe t to the eld 'i , and the supers ript is de ned by Gi = g ij Gj  . Here gij  is
the Kahler metri , gij  = Gij  , and Rij  k` is the urvature of the Kahler manifold, dened by Rij  k` = gij  k` g mn gmj  ` gn ik . Also the ovariant derivative of Gi is de ned by
riGj = Gij kij Gk , where the onne tion, kij = gk` gij` , and rk gij = 0 is satis ed.
Throughout this paper, the s alar eld, , is assumed to be mu h heavier than the
gravitino due to a large supersymmetri mass, m =m3=2  jr G j  1. The SUSY breaking
eld z is su h that it sets the osmologi al onstant to be zero, i.e., Gz Gz ' 3, while  is
assumed to give only subdominant ontribution to the SUSY breaking, i.e., jG j  1. Then,
< O(1) b, the potential minimization ondition for z ,
as long as jr Gz j 

Gz rz Gz + G rz G + Gz = 1 ;

(7)

requires that the supersymmetri mass of z is equal to the gravitino mass, i.e., jrz Gz j ' 1 .
We assume that this is the ase. It should be noted, however, that the s alar mass of z an

be larger than m3=2 due to the non-supersymmetri mass term, eG Rzzk` Gk G` , if one adds,
e.g. ÆK = jz j4=2 with a low ut-o s ale   MP , to the Kahler potential, whi h leads
to m2z ' 12m23=2(MP =)2.
In the following we assume M2 dominates over the other omponents of the mass terms.
The results in the ase of Mz2z  M2  (the other elements) will be given in the last of
this se tion. The rest dis ussion of this se tion is however rather generi , and an be applied
not only to the situation we stated above.
The kineti term an be anoni ally normalized by a shift of z and a res aling of ;

0 = (1

jgzj2)

1=2;

z 0 = z + gz;

Lkin:
b

=  0y  0 +  z 0y  z 0:

(8)
(9)
(10)

In fa t, a ording to the dis ussion of Ref. [1℄, jrGz j  O(1) holds for modulus eld with its VEV of the
Plan k s ale, if the Kahler potential does not have any enhan ement fa tor. In prin iple, jrGz j ould be
larger than O(1) if the higher order term gzz in the Kahler potential is larger than unity. However, su h
a large mixing in the supersymmetri mass obs ures the de nitions (or roles) of the di erent two elds in
the model basis. Also it makes the gravitino problem even worse.
This was also noted in Ref. [7℄ in a di erent ontext.
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Then the mass terms be ome
(NA) 
Lmass
'
A) '
L(mass

M20 0 0y0 + Mz20 z0 z 0yz 0 + Mz20 0 0yz 0 + M20 z0 z 0y0
(M2

gzM2z)0y0 + Mz2zz 0yz 0

gzMz2

+(Mz2
1 2
(M
2 
2
+(Mz

gzMz2z)0yz 0 + (M2z gzMz2z)z 0y0;
2 )00 + 1 M 2 z 0 z 0
2gzMz
2 zz
gzMzz2 )0z 0 + h: :;

(11)
(12)

where O(g2z) terms are omitted in ea h term.
Let us rst diagonalize the non-analyti mass terms while keeping the kineti term anoni al by the following transformation:


Z




0 + z 0;
z 0 0 ;

(13)

where  represents the mixing angle. Here we have assumed jj  1 and negle ted those
terms of O(2 ). Sin e M20 0 dominates over the other omponents in the mass matrix, the
mixing angle is given by the ratio of M20 0 to the o -diagonal omponent:

'

Mz20 0
M20 0

'

Mz2

gzMz2z
:
M2

(14)

Then the non-analyti mass matrix be omes diagonal in this basis:
0

(NA) '
Lmass

M2y + Mz2z

jM2zj2
M2



1
A

Z yZ;

(15)

We will all this basis (; Z ) as the NA mass-eigenstate basis in the following.
The physi al pro esses be ome easy to be onsidered after the mass matrix is fully diagonalized. In parti ular, one should note that the analyti mass terms provide a further
mixture between  and z y (z and y). In the NA mass-eigenstate basis, the analyti mass
terms be ome
A) 
L(mass

'

1 2
1 2
M  + MZZ
ZZ + M2 Z Z + h: :
2
2



1 2
2  + 1 M 2
2 ZZ
M 2(gz )Mz
2
M
z
2
2 zz
2
2  + M 2  Z + h: :
+ Mz
Mzz2 gz M
zz
5

(16)

up to O(). Let us on entrate on the mixings  Z y and Z y, sin e they be ome
important in the following analyses. To diagonalize the analyti mass term, we take the
following transformation,
~
Z~




 + ~Z y;

(17)

~y;

(18)

Z

where we have assumed that the mixing angle ~ is mu h smaller than unity. Sin e the dominant ontribution to the total mass matrix omes from the non-analyti mass omponent,
M2  ' m2, ~ is given by the ratio of M2  to M2 Z :
~

'

M2 Z
M2 

'

M2z gzMz2z
:
M2

(19)

2 (M 2 ) an further
~ ; Z~ ) is the desired mass-eigenstate basis. Although M
Thus obtained (
ZZ
mix the real and imaginary omponents of  (Z ), it does not modify the following dis ussions
qualitatively.
Here, we summarize the relation between the model basis (; z ) and the mass-eigenstate
~ ; Z~ ).
basis (


z

'
'

~ Z~ ~Z~ y;
Z~ + ( gz + )~ + ~y:

(20)
(21)

The expli it expressions for  and ~ are given by (14) and (19).
So far, we have assumed that M2 dominates over the other omponents of the mass
matrix. If z a quires a non-supersymmetri mass larger than the mass of , we an repeat
a similar dis ussion to obtain the relation between the model basis and the mass-eigenstate
basis:


z

'
'

~ + ( gz + )Z~ + ~Z y;
Z~ ~ ~~ y

(22)
(23)

with  and ~ given by



'

~

'

M20 z0 M2z gzM2
'
;
Mz20 z0
Mz2z
MZ2 Mz2 gzM2
:
'
MZ2 Z
Mz2z
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(24)
(25)

~ ~ y) into z or
In the following se tions, we are parti ularly interested in the mixing of (
Z~ (Z~ y) into . Although three sets of the transformations are ne essary to arrive at the mass
eigenstate basis, the e e tive mixing angle is given by the largest mixing among them. To
~ ~ y) into z , we de ne z~ as
parametrize this e e tive mixing of (

z~



8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

8
<

M2
M2
Max :jgzj; 2z ; z
M M2

9
=

for M2  Mz2z;

;

M 2

M2
M2
Max gz 2 ; 2z ; z2
for Mz2z  M2:
Mzz Mzz Mzz
Similarly, we de ne the e e tive mixing of Z~ (Z~ y) into  as
Z~



8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

(

8
<

M2
M2
M2
Max : gz z2z ; 2z ; z
M M M2
(

(26)

)

M2z
Mz2z

M2

)

9
=
;

for M2  Mz2z;
(27)

for Mz2z  M2:
Mz2z
Therefore, using these the e e tive mixing angles, the relations (20), (21), (22), and (23)
an be roughly expressed as
Max jgzj;


z




;

z

~ Z~ Z~
Z~ + z~ ~ ;

(28)
(29)

~ Z~ ) and its onjugate.
up to phase, where we have also dropped the distin tion between (
III. GRAVITY MEDIATION

Let us now onsider the de ay of ~ via the mixing with the SUSY breaking eld z , and
dis uss its osmologi al in uen e. To this end, we need to spe ify the way to mediate the
SUSY breaking to the visible se tor. In this se tion we onsider the gravity mediation to
exemplify how serious the problems aused by the mixing is.
A. De ay Modes

Let us study the s alar de ay modes whi h pro eed via the mixing with the SUSY breaking
eld. They are lassi ed by the de ay produ ts: (i) the gravitinos; (ii) the SM parti les (and
their superpartners); (iii) the SUSY breaking elds. We dis uss ea h ase below.
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1.

Gravitino

The s alar eld  an de ay into a pair of the gravitinos through the mixing with the
SUSY breaking eld d . The relevant ouplings are [9, 10, 11℄

e 1L =

1 
 (G  + Gz  z h: :)  
8
1 G=2
e (G  + Gz z + h: :)  [  ;  ℄
8


;

(30)

where  is the gravitino eld, and we have hosen the unitary gauge in the Einstein frame
with the Plan k units, MP = 1. One has to take a ount of the mixing between  and z (z y)
dis ussed in the previous se tion, in order to evaluate the de ay rate [5℄. That is to say, we
should rewrite the intera tions in terms of the mass-eigenstate basis (~ ; Z~ ).
To this end, we rst estimate the oupling to the gravitinos, G , in the NA masseigenstate basis (; Z ). In this basis, the o -diagonal omponents of the non-analyti mass
term should vanish by de nition:

M2 Z = r G rZ G + r GZ rZ GZ



RZij
  Gi Gj = 0:

(31)

Using jr G j  jrZ GZ j, we obtain

rZ G '


RZij
  Gi Gj
r G  :

(32)

On the other hand, the potential minimization ondition for  reads

G r G + GZ r GZ + G = 0;
whi h an be solved for G :

G

 GZ G ;
' r
r G Z

(33)
(34)

where we have used jrG j  1 again. Substituting (32) into (34), we arrive at

p jRZZ
 Z j
(35)
jG j ' 3 3 jr
2;
 G j
p
where we have used jGZ j = jGZ j ' 3. Thus G is always proportional to m23=2=m2  1,
while it an be enhan ed if Z has a quite large SUSY breaking mass, m2z ' 3jRzzzzjeG 
d

If the large s alar mass originates from non-supersymmetri mass terms, the single-gravitino produ tion
rate ( f. [8℄) dominates over the pair produ tion rate, irrespe tive of the mixing with the SUSY breaking
eld.
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eG . It should be noted that (35) always holds in the NA mass-eigenstate basis as long as
m  m3=2, irrespe tive of the value of mz . For the minimal Kahler potential, G is exa tly
zero in this basis. However one must keep in mind that  is generally not identi al to the
~ In general, the true mass eigenstate ~ (Z~ ) is no longer a s alar
true mass eigenstate .
omponent of a hiral super eld [see Eqs. (17) and (18)℄, and hen e the above onsideration
for G does not hold.
Now let us write down the intera tions in the mass-eigenstate basis (~ ; Z~ ). In the NA
mass-eigenstate basis, the ouplings to the gravitinos are obtained by repla ing (; z ) with
(; Z ) in (30). By performing the transformation (17) and (18), we an rewrite the intera tions in terms of ~ and Z~ :
e 1L

'


1   ( ) ~
G
  G(+)y  ~ y + GZ  Z~ GZ  Z~ y  


8

1 G=2  (+) ~
( )y ~ y
y  [ ;  ℄ ;
~
~
e
Z
G

+
G

+
G
Z
+
G

Z


Z


8



(36)

where we have de ned

G() 

G  ~GZ :

(37)

~ is [1, 2℄
The de ay rate of 
(~ ! 2 3=2)

(eff ) 2 m5

 j
;
' jG288
2
 m M2
3=2 P

(38)

for m  m3=2, where we de ned jG(eff )j2  1=2 (jG+ j2 + jG j2) = jG j2 + j~ GZ j2 . The
gravitino mass in the denominator arises from the longitudinal omponent of the gravitino.
An interpretation in the goldstino limit is given in the Appendix. A.
Let us now evaluate the order-of-magnitude of jG(eff )j2 = jG j2 + j~ GZ j2. The rst term
an be related to mz if z is heavier than the gravitino due to a non-supersymmetri mass,
m2z ' 3jRzzzzjeG  m23=2:
m2z
jRZZ
;
(39)
 Z j ' z
3m23=2
where z represents the mixing of  into z , and it an be approximately given by

z

'

8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

jgzj + jrGz j mm3=2


m3=2m

m2
jgzj m2 + jrGz j m2
z
z
9

for m  mz ;
for mz  m :

(40)

If mz  m3=2, however, RZZ
 Z is not ne essarily related to mz . On the other hand, j~j is e

p
m
3 jg ZZ j 3=2
m
j~j ' p
m3=2m
3 jg ZZ j
m2
8
>
>
<

for m  mz ;

>
>
:

for mz  m :

z

(41)

In summary, jG(eff )j2 is given by

jG(eff )j2

p

m23=2 2
m3=2 2
3 3 RZZ
 Z 2 + 3 g ZZ
m
m

'

(42)

for m  mz  m3=2,

jG(eff )j2

'

p

m2z 2
3 gz 2 +
m

p

m3=2m2z 2
m3=2 2
3(r Gz )
+ 3 g ZZ
m3
m

(43)

for m  mz  m3=2, and

jG(eff )j2

'

p

2

3 gz +

p

m3=2m 2
m3=2 2
+ 3 g ZZ
3(r Gz )
m
m2z

(44)

for mz  m f. Note that, in the model basis, jrGz j ' O(1) for a modulus eld with its
VEV of order MP [1℄, while jr Gz j  hi for su h s alar eld  with the Kahelr potential
K = jj2 +    before expanding around the VEV [3, 4℄. Therefore, the se ond term in
Eq. (44) reprodu es the partial de ay rate of ~ into a pair of the gravitinos in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4℄.
In addition, even in the ase of m  mz , the rate be omes sizable if g ZZ is order unity.
2.

SM (s)parti les

In the gravity mediation, there are non-renormalizable intera tions between the SUSY
breaking eld z and the SM se tor to indu e the soft SUSY breaking terms. For instan e,
the gaugino masses are obtained in the model frame by

L

=

Z

d2 

z

z
W (a)W (a) + h: :
MP

(45)

where W (a) is the supersymmetri eld strength of the gauge eld, and z is a oupling
onstant of order unity. The mixture between the heavy s alar eld  and z makes it
e
f

Note that ~ is at least O(hi m23=2 =m2 ) even in the ase of the minimal Kahler potential.
We are grateful to M. Ibe and Y. Shinbara for pointing out the 1st term in Eq.(44).
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possible for ~ in the mass eigenstate to de ay into the SM (s)parti les through the above
oupling. Using (29), the intera tion between ~ and the SM (s)parti les is given by

L(mix)
~ W W 

z

Z

MP

z~ ~ d2  W (a)W (a) + h: :

(46)

whi h leads to
(mix)(
~ ! gauge boson)

'

(mix)(
~ ! gaugino)

'

m3
3  Ng  2
z~ j z j2 2
2 12
MP

(47)

for m  m3=2, where Ng is the number of nal states, and Ng = 12 for
SU(3) SU(2)L U(1)Y . We noti e that the de ay rate of the gaugino produ tion is omparable to that of the gauge boson [1, 2℄. Note that this de ay is always present as far as
there is a mixing between the  and z . As we will see, it will be ome important espe ially
for the in aton de ay.
In the ase of modulus de ay, it also has a dire t oupling to the SM se tor, su h as
R
the dilatoni oupling with the gauge supermultiplet, L = MGP d2  W (a)W (a) + h: :. The
de ay rate through this oupling is given by
(dire t)(
~ ! gauge boson)

'

(dire t)(
~ ! gaugino)

'

m3
3  Ng 
j
G j2 2
2 12
MP

(48)

for m  m3=2. In the gravity mediation, therefore, the dire t de ay of the modulus into
the SM (s)parti les be omes dominant over that through mixings, as long as jG j  1 and
z~ < 1. Note that in the ase of in aton, it does not ne essarily have the above dire t
oupling.
3.

SUSY breaking se tor

The heavy s alar an also de ay into the hidden se tor, whi h in ludes the SUSY breaking
elds. Due to the mixing between the elds  and z (z y) in the model frame, the mass
~ has a bran h of the produ tion of the hidden se tor eld Z~ , if kinemati ally
eigenstate 
allowed. In this subse tion we dis uss the de ay ~ ! Z~ assuming m  mz .
A possible intera tion between  and z omes from the Kahler potential, K =
gzz z yz + h: :. A tually su h an intera tion is plausible on e we onsider an operator,
K = jj2jz j2=MP2 , with taking a ount of the VEV of . The de ay rate via this operator is
however suppressed. If the de ay is indu ed by the D = 5 operator in the Kahler potential,
11

and if the nal states have opposite hirality, the relevant oupling onstant be omes proportional to the mass squared of the nal state, m2Z , or that of the gravitino,m23=2. Therefore
the resultant de ay be omes suppressed:  Max[m43=2; m4z ℄=m MP2 .
In the Kahler potential, there is another D = 5 operator, K = gzz yzz + h: :, whi h is
di erent from the above one: the nal states have the same hirality. This operator indu es
a larger de ay rate:
~ ! Z~ Z~ )
(

2 m3

' jg8zz j M
2:
P

(49)

As dis ussed in the previous subse tion, the Kahler mixing gzz also indu es the de ay into
the gravitino [ f. (38), (42), and (43)℄. It should be noted that these two de ay rates an be
orrelated. As long as jG(eff )j is dominated by the last term in (42) or (43) that ontains
jg ZZ j, they be ome omparable: (~ ! 2 3=2)= (~ ! 2Z~ ) ' 1=4.
It is stressed that produ tion of the fermioni omponent of the z eld is very di erent.
This is be ause a ombination of the fermioni omponents of  and the SUSY breaking
elds is absorbed into the gravitino as a goldstino. In the minimum setup, namely where
there is a single SUSY breaking eld, the fermioni omponent of z almost behaves as the
goldstino, and that of  provides the remnant massive degrees of freedom. Therefore, when
the  mass is given by the supersymmetri term, rG , the mass of this massive fermion
be omes lose to m , and hen e the de ay is kinemati ally suppressed or forbidden.
The produ ed Z~ subsequently de ays into the visible se tor, and into the gravitino if
kinemati ally allowed. The de ay of the Z~ eld and its impli ations will be dis ussed in the
following se tions.
B. Modulus

In this and the next se tions, we dis uss how the de ay via mixings with the SUSY
breaking eld a e t the osmologi al s enarios. We on entrate espe ially on the modulus
and the in aton, and see how disastrous the osmologi al s enarios be ome due to su h
mixings.
Let us start from the modulus de ay. We dis uss two distin t ases mz > m and
m < mz in turn. In both ases, the dominant de ay hannel is that into the SM (s)parti les,
whose rate is given by Eq. (48). A su essful big bang nu leosynthesis (BBN) requires a
12

temperature higher than  5 MeV [12, 13℄, whi h leads to a lower bound on the modulus
mass, m >
 100 TeV, and we assume this is the ase.
Here, we should mention that there may be another osmologi al moduli problem assoiated with the SUSY breaking eld z . In this se tion we assume that it is the heavy  eld
whi h dominates the energy density of the universe and auses the nal reheating (before
the BBN), and we will brie y dis uss the z modulus problem in Se . V.
1.

mz > m

In this ase, the modulus eld  de ays into the SM (s)parti les and the gravitino, with
the partial de ay rates in Eq. (48) and Eq. (38), respe tively. The bran hing ratio of the
gravitino produ tion then be omes

m2 (eff ) 2
1
jG j
B3=2 = Br(~ ! 2 3=2) =
72Ng jG j2 m23=2 

(50)

As an be seen in Eqs. (42) - (44), the oupling jG(eff )j depends on the model. If mz > m ,
however, jG(eff )j is suppressed only by a single power of the gravitino mass and the bran hing
ratio be omes

B3=2

'

0

1

m2 A
 jr G j2 + jg j2
:
 z
z
24Ng jG j2
m23=2
1

(51)

Using jr Gz j  O(1) in the model basis [1℄, the rst term is the same order as the one
estimated in Refs. [1, 2℄. As was shown there, su h a large bran hing fra tion of the gravitino
produ tion auses serious osmologi al problems. The se ond term makes the problem even
worse if jgzj  m3=2=m .
2.

m > mz

Now one has to onsider a new de ay mode, ~ ! 2Z~ , in addition to the hannels dis ussed
~ produ es roughly as many Z~ as
above. As dis ussed in Se .III A 3, if gzz
 is sizable, the 
the gravitino. Here we dis uss the fate of the produ ed Z~ and its impli ations.
If mz <
 2 m3=2, the Z~ dominantly de ays into the visible se tor via the intera tion Eq. (45),
whi h leads to (Z~ ! visible)  m3z =MP2 . Note that this rate is omparable to the de ay
rate of the gravitino for mz  m3=2. Therefore it auses qualitatively similar problems as the
13

gravitino, su h as hanging light element abundan es and produ ing too many LSPs [1, 2℄.
The details of the onstraint on the model depends on the mass and ouplings of the z eld.
If on the other hand mz  m3=2, due to SUSY breaking mass term, Z~ dominantly de ays
p
into the gravitino. (Note that jGZ j ' 3 and the rate is enhan ed by (mz =m3=2)2 . f.
Eq. (38).) Re all that there are gravitinos dire tly produ ed by the  de ay. The net e e t
is therefore just an enhan ement of the gravitino abundan e by an order one fa tor. The
subsequent gravitino de ay is subje t to the osmologi al onstraints [1, 2℄.
To summarize, ~ produ es roughly as many Z~ as the gravitinos, and the produ ed Z~ will
ause a similar problem as the gravitino does.
C. In aton

We now turn to dis uss the in aton de ay. We assume that the SUSY breaking eld z
is lighter than the in aton  g . Therefore, the in aton an de ay into the SM (s)parti les,
gravitinos, and the SUSY breaking se tor elds. The importan e of the in aton de ay into
the gravitino has been re ently pointed out in Ref. [3℄.
Let us rst onsider the in aton de ay into the SM (s)parti les through the intera tion
(46). The mixing with the SUSY breaking eld may enhan e the de ay rate of the in aton,
whi h leads to a higher reheating temperature, TR. Sin e TR is bounded from above due
to the abundan e of the gravitinos produ ed by thermal s atterings, su h mixing must be
small enough.
The presen e of the intera tion (46) sets a lower bound on the reheating temperature:

> 3  108 GeV z~ j
TR 

z

j



m  32
1012 GeV

(52)

where we have used Ng = 12 for the SM gauge groups and the relativisti degrees of freedom
g ' 200. For m3=2 ' O(0:1 1 TeV), the bound from the gravitino problem reads TR <
O(106 108 ) GeV [14, 15℄, where the upper bound depends on the gravitino mass and the
hadroni bran hing ratio Bh . Combining this with (52), we obtain

< (3  10 3
z~ 
g

0:3)

z

1



m 
1012 GeV

3
2

:

Note, however, that this may not be the ase in the new in ation models [3℄.
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(53)

The heavier the in aton mass is, the severer this bound be omes. For the new in ation
model [16, 17℄, the in aton mass is relatively small, m  1010 GeV, and therefore the
bound (53) does not give any sensible onstraint on the mixing. For the hybrid in ation
models [18, 19, 20℄, however, the in aton mass an be very large, m  O(1011 1015 ) GeV h
< O(10 7 10). To translate this bound into that on parameters in the
Then we obtain z~ 
model basis, let us estimate z~ ,

p

m
m p
z~ ' Max jgzj; 30 3=2 ; 3jgzz j 3=2 ;
m
m
"

#

(54)

where we assumed m  mz . Sin e the se ond and third terms are highly suppressed due
to the ratio of the gravitino mass to the in aton mass, the bound on z~ is e e tively that
on jgzj. In the ase of the hybrid in ation model, therefore, we obtain a nontrivial bound,
jgzj < O(10 7 10).
To see how severe the bound on the mixing is, it is ne essary to onsider expli it intera tions in the Kahler potential i . Let us onsider the following intera tions in the model basis
before expanding the elds around their VEVs,

k
ÆK = k1 jj2(z + z y) + k2 jj2jz j2 + 3 jj2 (zz + z yz y)    ;
2

(55)

where ki (i = 1; 2; 3) are numeri al oeÆ ients, and we have dropped several terms like
2 (z + z y), assuming that  is harged under some symmetry. As long as z is a singlet, all
the oeÆ ients are expe ted to be order unity. Then gz is non-vanishing if  and z take
non-zero VEVs,
gz = k1 0 + k2 0 z0 + k3 0 z0 :
(56)
Therefore the onstraint on gz an be interpreted as that on the numeri al oeÆ ients ki ,
whi h are otherwise un onstrained from any symmetries of . If ki is severely onstrained
from osmologi al onsiderations, it indi ates either that there is still unknown symmetry
or me hanism to suppress the ouplings, or that su h in ation model with vanishing 0
is favored. As an example, let us take the hybrid in ation model with 0  10 3 . Then
jgzj < O(10 7 10) an be rephrased as jk1 + k2z0 + k3z0j < O(10 4 104 ). Therefore, a
h

i

The hybrid in ation models ontain two types of the elds: the in aton eld and the waterfall elds.
Although the bound on jgzj applies to both elds, we identify  with the waterfall eld when we substitute
the VEV of  into (56).
We assume here that  and z are not oupled in the superpotential for simpli ity.
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onsiderable part of the parameter spa es are disfavored if Bh ' 1. (Note, however, that the
hybrid in ation model is already disfavored only from the dire t gravitino produ tion [3℄.)
Let us now onsider the in aton de ay into the gravitinos. Re ently, it was pointed out in
Ref. [3℄ that the gravitino produ tion from the in aton de ay an put a severe onstraint on
the in ation models (in parti ular, the hybrid in ation model is ex luded unless the higher
order terms in the Kahler potential is extremely suppressed). The de ay rate into a pair
of the gravitinos is given by (38). The onstraint on the in ation models an be read from
Fig. 1 in Ref. [3℄ by repla ing G with jG(eff )j ' j3g ZZ m3=2=m j. Thus, we an rephrase
the results of Ref. [3℄ that the hybrid in ation model is ex luded unless jg ZZ j is extremely
small in the gravity mediation.
Lastly, let us onsider the in aton de ay into the SUSY breaking se tor. As in the ase
of the moduli, the in aton de ay into Z~ is always on omitant with almost same amount
of the gravitino produ tion, sin e the both produ tion rates are proportional to jg ZZ j2.
Therefore the produ ed Z~ only auses a problem whi h is at most as severe as the gravitino
overprodu tion problem.
IV. LOW ENERGY SUSY BREAKING MODELS

In this se tion we onsider low energy SUSY breaking models, as represented by the
GMSB models. Compared to the gravity mediation, there are two major di eren es. One is
that the SUSY breaking eld ouples to the visible se tor more strongly, whi h is a general
feature of the low energy SUSY breaking models. This enhan es the de ay rate of ~ due to
the mixing. The other is the existen e of the messenger se tor elds, whi h is hara teristi
to the GMSB models. Sin e the messenger se tor ontains another s alar eld, s, we need
to onsider the s alar mixings of both  z and  s.
In the messenger se tor, there is a hiral super eld, s, with nonzero VEVs of the s alar
and auxiliary omponents, whi h ouples to the messengers M and  M by

W = yM s

M

 M;

(57)

where yM is a oupling onstant. The s alar VEV, Ms  hsi, sets the messenger mass s ale,
Mmess  yM Ms , while the F-term, Fs , provides the mass splitting between the messenger
fermions and bosons,  yM Fs . The SUSY breaking is transmitted radiatively to the visible
16

se tor by the SM gauge intera tions, under whi h M and  M are harged. The SUSY
breaking s ale in the visible se tor is therefore determined by Fs =Ms . For example, the
gaugino mass is indu ed by j
Z
L = d2 4 Ms W (a)W (a) + h: :;
(58)
s
where denotes the gauge oupling, and we have assumed the messenger index N = 1. The
gaugino mass M is therefore given by
Fs
M =
:
(59)
4  Ms
By using Gs = Fs =(m3=2MP ), we an relate Ms to m3=2:

mg~   Ms 
4
1
;
(60)
m3=2 ' 9  10 GeV Gs
1 TeV 1010 GeV
where the gluino mass mg~ is determined at the messenger s ale. In ontrast to the gravity
mediation, it is nontrivial (and therefore model-dependent) how large Gs is. In fa t, in the
dire t gauge-mediation s enario, jGs j  1 if s is identi ed with z , while jGs j  1 in su h
models that the SUSY breaking e e ts is radiatively transmitted from a se luded se tor
(that ontains z ) to the messenger se tor. If jGs j  1, there is no signi ant di eren e
between s and z . If jGs j  1, we need to onsider the mixings  z and  s, separately
(for simpli ity we negle t the mixing between z and s). The formalism developed in Se . II
p
an also be applied to the  s mixing. Sin e jGz j  3, it is the mixing with z that
determines the de ay of  into the gravitinos. On the other hand, it is s that determines
the de ay into the SM (s)parti les, sin e s (not z ) ouples to the SM (s)parti les via the
messengers M and  M . Lastly  may de ay into both s and z via the mixings. Thus,
although there are two SUSY breaking elds s and z in the GMSB models, we an similarly
dis uss the de ay of  as we did in Se . III.
A. De ay Modes

The de ay hannels of the heavy s alar ~ are quite similar to those in the gravity mediation. In parti ular, the gravitino produ tion rate is independent of the ouplings between
j

Note that su h an intera tion as (58) always exists in the low energy SUSY breaking models, even if
the messenger se tor does not exist. In this ase Ms simply parametrizes the strength of the intera tion
between s and the visible se tor.
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the SUSY breaking eld and the visible se tor. In addition, the de ays of ~ into z and s (if
kinemati ally allowed) are also similar to the gravity mediation ase, i.e., they are dominated
by the de ays indu ed by the higher order ouplings in the Kahler potential gzz and gss ,
respe tively, if these ouplings are sizable, and otherwise suppressed. Here, we fo us on the
new features of the low energy SUSY breaking s enario.
When the SUSY breaking e e ts are mediated to the visible se tor with the intera tions
with a lower uto , Ms , the mixing-indu ed ~ de ay into the visible se tor depends on Ms
rather than MP . Sin e the eld s ouples with the visible se tor, the de ay rate is evaluated
from the operator Eq. (58) as
(mix)(
~ ! gauge boson)

'

(mix)(
~ ! gaugino)

Ng  2 m3

;
16 3 8 s~ Ms2
2

'

s



(61)

where s~ is de ned as Eq. (29) with z ! s, and we assumed the de ay is dominated by the
gluon/gluino produ tion. The de ay rate thus depends on the mixing, s~ . If the mixing is
dominated by the non-renormalizable term in the Kahler potential, K = jj2jsj2=MP2 , s~ is
given by  Ms =MP . Then the mixing-indu ed de ay rate be omes  m3 =MP2 .
In the GMSB setups, there exist the messenger elds, M and  M . Sin e they intera ts
~ an de ay
with the s eld by the renormalizable oupling, Eq. (57), the heavy s alar eld, ,
into the fermioni omponent of M and  M rapidly as long as the hannel is kinemati ally
allowed. From Eq. (57), the de ay rate is estimated as
~!
(

)

'

Nmess

jyM s~ j2 m ;
32



(62)

where Nmess is a number of the possible nal states, for instan e, Nmess = 5 when M +
 M are harged as 5 + 5 under SU (5)GUT . Therefore unless yM and/or s~ is extremely
suppressed, the dominant hannel of ~ be omes the produ tion of the messenger fermion.
B. Modulus

The modulus de ay in the low energy SUSY breaking s enario is similar to that in the
< Ms =MP . This is the ase if the mixing mainly omes
gravity mediation, as long as s~ 
from e.g., ÆK =  jj2 jsj2=MP2 . The modulus de ay into the SM (s)parti les via the mixing
with s then pro eeds with the rate (61) that is at most omparable to (48). Therefore a
> 100 TeV as in the ase of gravity mediation. In the general
su essful BBN requires m 
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low energy SUSY breaking models, however, s an be a singlet eld and therefore su h an
intera tion as ÆK = jj2(s + sy)=MP may exist k. In this ase, the modulus de ay into the
visible se tor via the mixing an ex eed the rate (48), and the modulus may de ay before
the BBN even if its mass m is smaller than 100 TeV. Although this may relax the moduli
problem in the low energy SUSY breaking models, it strongly depends on the nature of s
whether su h an intera tion exists at all.
A tually, there may be a osmologi al moduli problem asso iated with the z and/or s
elds. Here, we dis uss the ase where the universe is dominated and reheated by the heavy
eld , and leave the other ases for dis ussion in Se . V.
The gravitino produ tion o urs via the mixing of  with z (and s if Gs  O(1) as in the
dire t gauge mediation), and the de ay rate is given by (38). The osmologi al onstraints
on the stable gravitinos from the modulus de ay are as given in Ref. [1℄.
If kinemati ally allowed, and if gzz and gss are non-vanishing, the modulus de ays into
z and s. Although the masses of z and s are onsidered to be omparable or larger than
m3=2, they are model-dependent. So here we take mz and ms as free parameters. The
abundan e of z is the same order of the gravitino abundan e if gzz is sizable, just as the
ase in the gravity mediation. On the other hand, unless Gs  O(1), the s abundan e is not
ne essarily orrelated with the gravitinos. For mz > 2m3=2, the produ ed z an de ay into
a pair of gravitinos, and the rate is enhan ed for larger mz . The z eld may de ay into the
SM (s)parti les, if it has a dire t oupling to the visible se tor. The strength of the oupling
must be su h that the F -term of z does not give dominant ontributions to the soft masses.
In addition, it is possible that z has relatively strong intera tions with s and de ays into s.
Then we only have to onsider the de ay pro esses of s, whi h omes both dire tly from the
modulus de ay and through the de ay of z . The intera tion of s with the visible se tor is
given by (58). Assuming that s dominantly de ays into two gluons, the de ay temperature
is given by

ms  32  Ms  1
(
s)
;
(63)
Td ' 0:04 GeV
10 GeV
1010 GeV
where we take g = 10:75. To be onservative, we require that s de ays before the BBN
k

Note that this oupling enhan es the gravitino produ tion rate due to the rst term in Eq. (44) if Gs is
sizable.
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> 5 MeV [12, 13℄. Then the mass of s must satisfy
starts, i.e., Td(s) 
ms >
 3 GeV



2

Ms  3
:
1010 GeV

(64)

It should be noted however that, even if this inequality is satis ed, s may produ e the too
many LSPs and/or gravitinos, if kinemati ally allowed.
Lastly let us omment on the modulus de ay into the messengers. Although there exist
the messenger elds in the GMSB models, it is unlikely that the modulus de ays into them,
sin e the messenger s ale Mmess is typi ally larger than the modulus mass.
C. In aton

The low energy SUSY breaking models may ontain the messenger se tor as in the GMSB
models. If the messenger s ale Mmess = yM Ms is smaller than the in aton mass m , the
in aton an de ay into the messenger se tor as well via the  s mixing. In the following
we dis uss the ases with and without su h a hannel separately.
1.

De ay into visible se tor, the gravitinos,

s and z

Let us rst onsider the ase without the de ay into the messenger se tor. The in aton
then de ays into the SM (s)parti les, the gravitinos, s and z . In the following we assume
m  ms ; mz .
The de ay into the SM (s)parti les may pro eed via the mixing with s. The intera tion
(58) sets a lower bound on the reheating temperature:

s~  mg~   m3=2  1  m  32
11
>
;
TR  2  10 GeV
jGs j 1 TeV 1 GeV
1012 GeV

(65)

where we set Ng = 8 and g ' 200. In the low energy SUSY breaking models, the upper
bound on TR is given by [21, 22℄

< 5  107 GeV
TR 
for m3=2 = 10 4

10 GeV, and



mg~  2  m3=2 
;
1 TeV
1 GeV

< O(100)GeV ;
TR 
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(66)
(67)

< m3=2 
< 10 4 GeV, in order for the gravitino abundan e not to ex eed the dark
for 1 keV 
matter abundan e. Here and in what follows we negle t the di eren e of the values of mg~ at
the messenger s ale and at the reheating temperature. In the GMSB model, the assumption
Mmess = yM Ms > m sets a lower limit on the gravitino mass. Although the in aton mass
m strongly depends on the in ation models, it is typi ally larger than O(109 ) GeV. Using
(60), the gravitino mass should be larger than O(10 4 ) GeV in this ase. For the low energy
SUSY breaking models without the messenger se tor, su h a lower limit is not ne essarily
applied. Combining (65) with (66) or (67), we obtain the severe bound on the mixing:
< 3  10 10 jGs j
s~ 
for m3=2 = 10 4



mg~  3  m3=2 2  m  32
;
1 TeV
1 MeV
1012 GeV

(68)

10 GeV and

< O(10 15 )jGs j
s~ 



mg~  1  m3=2   m 
1 TeV
10 5 GeV 1012 GeV

3
2

;

(69)

< m3=2 
< 10 4 GeV. The bounds be omes severer for smaller Gs , larger m , and
for 1 keV 
smaller m3=2.
To exemplify how severe the bound is, let us rewrite this bound to that on oeÆ ients of
the higher order intera tions in the Kahler potential. We onsider the following intera tions
in the model basis before expanding around the VEVs:
ÆK = k1 jj2(s + sy) + k2 jj2jsj2 ;

(70)

where k1 and k2 are numeri al oeÆ ients. The rst term an be forbidden if s has some
symmetries (i.e., k1 = 0), but we in lude it here to see how severely su h an intera tion is
onstrained. On the other hand, k2 is un onstrained from any symmetries, so it is expe ted
to be order unity. This Kahler potential leads to

gs = k1 0 + k2 0 Ms ;

(71)

where we have taken the VEV of s real, for simpli ity. Barring an ellations, we obtain the
onstraints on k1 and k2 from (68) and (69), sin e s~ is roughly equal to jgsj for m  ms :

mg~  3  m3=2 2  m  32
j0j
7
<
jk1j  8  10 jGs j 1 TeV
12
15
1 MeV
10 GeV
10 GeV
! 1
 2

 3

2
m
j

j
m
m
0
3
=
2

g
~
;
jk2j < 2  102 1 TeV
1 MeV 1012 GeV
1015 GeV
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!

1

;
(72)

for m3=2 = 10 4

10 GeV and

mg~  1  m3=2   m 
<
jk1j 
1 TeV
1 MeV 1012 GeV
! 1

 3
2
m
j

j

0
jk2j < O(0:1) 1012 GeV
;
1015 GeV
O(10 9 )jGs j



3
2

j0j

1015 GeV

!

1

;
(73)

for 1 keV <
 m3=2 < 10 4 GeV, where we have used (60). The bounds be ome severer
for larger in aton VEV and mass. It should be noted that the oeÆ ient k1 is tightly
onstrained, whi h strongly disfavors the existen e of a singlet eld s in the low energy
SUSY breaking model. In other words, the s eld must be harged under some symmetry
(e.g. U (1) symmetry) to forbid su h intera tion as  jj2(s + sy). Let us now fo us on
the onstraint on k2 , whi h is generi ally unsuppressed. As an example, let us onsider the
hybrid in ation model. For m3=2 > 10 4 GeV, only some fra tion of the parameter spa e
is disfavored, while fairly wider ranges of the model parameters require ne-tunings on the
higher order intera tions in the Kahler potential for m3=2 < 10 4 GeV.
Next let us onsider the ~ de ay into the gravitinos. Sin e the de ay is indu ed by
the mixing with z with Gz  1, the gravitino overprodu tion problem is similar to that
onsidered in the previous se tion. The only di eren e is the upper bound on TR from the
abundan e of the gravitinos produ ed by thermal s atterings [ f. (66) and (67)℄. Although
the upper bound on TR depends on m3=2 for m3=2 > 10 4 GeV, that on the abundan e of the
gravitinos dire tly produ ed by the in aton de ay does not depend on m3=2. Therefore the
gravitino overprodu tion problem sets a more or less similar bounds on the in ation models
given in Ref. [3℄.
Lastly let us onsider the de ay of ~ into the SUSY breaking se tor, s and z . As dis ussed
in Se . III, the de ay rate into z is omparable to the gravitino produ tion. However, in
ontrast to the gravity mediation, z may have relatively strong oupling with the messenger
se tor or the visible se tor. If this oupling is so strong that z de ays mainly into the visible
se tor before the BBN, z may not be osmologi ally problemati . Even if the oupling is
weak, z de ays into the gravitinos as far as mz > 2m3=2 , and it only in reases the gravitino
~ de ay if gss is sizable,
abundan e by O(1) fa tor. Although s is also produ ed from the 
it does not ause any osmologi al diÆ ulties if the inequality (64) is satis ed.
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2.

De ay into the messenger se tor

If there is a messenger se tor as in the GMSB s enario, and if the messenger s ale Mmess =
yM Ms is smaller than the in aton mass, the in aton an de ay dire tly into the messenger
se tor. Indeed, su h a de ay may make the reheating temperature of the in ation even higher
than that dis ussed in the previous subse tion. Using the de ay rate (62), the reheating
temperature be omes

m  12
;
1012 GeV
where we set Nmess = 5. Combined with (66) or (67), we obtain
> 2  1014 GeV jyM s~ j
TR 

< 3  10 10 jyM j 1 mg~
s~ 
1 TeV
for m3=2 = 10 4 10 GeV and






2

m3=2   m 
1 MeV 1012 GeV

(74)
1
2

(75)

2
m
(76)
s~ <
 O(10 13 )jyM j 1 1012 GeV
< m3=2 
< 10 4 GeV.
for 1 keV 
Assuming that the mixing is provided by the intera tion (70), we an rewrite the above
bounds as
! 1

j
0 j
mg~  2  m3=2   m  21
7
1
<
;
jk1j  8  10 jyM j 1 TeV
1 MeV 1012 GeV
1015 GeV
! 1

mg~  2  m3=2   Mmess  1  m  12
j
0j
2
<
jk2j  2  10 1 TeV
;(77)
1 MeV 1010 GeV
1012 GeV
1015 GeV


for m3=2 = 10 4



1

10 GeV and

1
j
0j
m  12
<
jk1j 
;
1012 GeV
1015 GeV
! 1
 1
 1

2
m
j

j
M

0
mess
;
(78)
jk2j < O(0:1) 1010 GeV
1012 GeV
1015 GeV
< m3=2 
< 10 4 GeV. Thus k1 is severely onstrained as before, whi h indi ates that
for 1 keV 
k1 must be vanishing due to a symmetry. The onstraint on k2 depends on the messenger
s ale Mmess = jyM jMs ; it be omes severer for larger Mmess. Note that the onstraint is more
or less similar to that obtained from the ~ de ay into the SM (s)parti les [ f. (72) and (73)℄.
Lastly we omment on the lightest messenger parti le (LMP). If the in aton dominantly
de ays into the messengers, the LMP is also produ ed. Note that, sin e the messenger

O(10 9 )

!
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number is onserved in Eq. (57) and in the gauge intera tions, all the produ ed
and 
eventually de ay into the lightest messenger parti le, whi h is a ombination of the bosoni
omponents of the messenger elds. If TR ex eeds M mess, the LMPs are thermalized, while,
if not, they are non-thermally produ ed. It has been known that thus generated LMP easily
over loses the universe if it is stable [23℄. So it must be unstable due to a dire t or indire t
intera tion with the visible se tor. If the LMP de ays fast enough, the onstraints (77) and
(78) are valid. However, if the LMP de ay rate is small enough, they may dominate the
universe and produ e large entropy at late time, diluting the pre-existing gravitinos [24℄. In
this ase the onstraints (77) and (78) annot be applied. The detailed dis ussion on the
LMP abundan e and its e e t on the thermal history may be important for onstraining
the mixings, but it is beyond the s ope of this paper.
V. OTHER ISSUES

So far, we have assumed that it is the heavy s alar eld ~ whi h dominates the energy
density of the universe and whi h auses the reheating. However, there is a potential osmologi al problem of the z modulus eld, whi h gives dominant ontribution to the SUSY
breaking, i.e., Gz Gz ' 3. In fa t, as we have seen in Se . II, its mass is omparable to the
gravitino mass unless there is a signi ant SUSY breaking e e t on the z mass. Sin e the
z eld, whi h orresponds to Z~ in the mass eigenstate basis, ouples with the visible se tor
only via the non-renormalizable intera tions, it may ause the moduli problem of itself. The
importan e of the Z~ eld for osmology was also mentioned in Ref. [7℄.
The evolution of the energy density of Z~ eld depends on the model and osmologi al
s enario. In fa t Z~ might be displa ed far from the potential minimum during the in ation,
whi h would lead to an universe dominated by the Z~ 's os illation. To be on rete, let us
onsider the gravity mediation. Then, if mz >
 m3=2, the Z~ de ay would produ e too many
gravitinos with B3=2 ' O(1). In addition, Z~ must de ay before the BBN starts. Therefore
the Z~ {dominated universe ould be onsistent only if m3=2 >
 mz > 100 TeV, whi h is a very
hallenging onstraint on the stru ture of the SUSY breaking se tor. Note that, even if the
initial displa ement of the z eld is set to be zero in the model basis by some me hanism,
the mass eigenstate Z~ an obtain a nite amplitude after  starts os illating, through the
 z mixing. Sin e the thermal history asso iated with the de ay of the SUSY breaking
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eld is strongly dependent on the detailed stru ture of the SUSY breaking se tor as well as
the osmologi al s enario, further studies are required for this issue.
In the low energy SUSY breaking models, Z~ may have stronger ouplings with the messenger and/or the visible se tor, through whi h Z~ de ays fast enough. There is an additional
eld s alar s in the messenger se tor, whi h may ause a similar problem. However, the
potential s-modulus problem is not serious if (64) is satis ed.
So far we have dis ussed the SUSY breaking models that ontain dire t ouplings between
the visible se tor and the SUSY breaking eld. In the ase of the anomaly mediation [25℄, the
visible se tor is sequestered from the SUSY breaking se tor, for example, by the geometri al
separation. Sin e the sequestered Kahler potential is not minimal, the models generally
ontain nite mixings. Then the gravitino and Z~ produ tions an be one of the dominant
hannels of the ~ de ay. The distin t di eren e from the gravity mediation lies in the
intera tions between the SUSY breaking eld and the visible se tor: they are generally
quite suppressed be ause of the sequestering. Thus, in the anomaly mediation, we need
to investigate the subsequent de ay of the SUSY breaking eld with a spe ial are, and to
this end, we must go into details of the hidden se tor. For instan e, the minimal setup of
the anomaly mediation is known to su er from the ta hyoni sleptons. To ure the hargebreaking va uum, one might introdu e an extra eld to mediate the SUSY breaking e e ts.
Then the eld may a e t the osmologi al s enario related to the ~ de ay as well as that of
Z~ . Thus, the analysis quite depends on the models.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we studied the de ay pro esses of the heavy s alar , espe ially paying
attention to the e e ts of the mixture between  and the SUSY breaking eld, z . The s alar
eld generally mixes with the SUSY breaking eld in the Kahler potential. Then the de ay
amplitudes of the heavy s alar eld into the lighter parti les an be modi ed signi antly
by the mixing-indu ed intera tions. We expli itly estimated the produ tion rates of the SM
(s)parti les, gravitino and the SUSY breaking eld. In parti ular, we obtained the general
form of the gravitino oupling in the mass-eigenstate basis.
The mixture of  with the SUSY breaking eld is parti ularly important for the thermal
history, on e the eld  dominates the energy density of the universe. Su h a s alar eld
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may be identi ed, for example, with a modulus and in aton. In this paper, we also dis ussed
the impa ts on the osmology due to the mixing-indu ed de ay both in the modulus and
in aton ases. Parti ularly, it was found that the modulus de ay generally su ers from the
moduli-indu ed gravitino problem. In the in aton de ay, it is stressed that the mixture, if
any, provides a lower bound on the reheating temperature be ause the in aton an de ay
into the SM (s)parti les via the intera tion that mediates the SUSY breaking e e ts to the
visible se tor. In the GMSB setup, the in aton may rapidly de ay into the SM (s)parti les
or the messengers due to the  s mixing, resulting in too high reheating temperature. Su h
a feature be omes prominent for the models with a large in aton mass and VEV, like the
hybrid in ation model. As well as the gravitino overprodu tion problem due to the mixings
in the Kahler potential, su h a high temperature su ers from too mu h abundan e of the
gravitino produ ed by the thermal s atterings.
All these diÆ ulties are originated from the mixture between the heavy s alar and the
SUSY breaking se tor elds. One of the simplest solutions, espe ially for the in aton, is
to postulate a symmetry of  whi h is preserved at the va uum. In many in ation models,
the in aton a quires a VEV in the va uum, therefore the mixings are not prote ted by any
symmetries. In a simple lass of the haoti in ation, however, the in aton eld is invariant
under a Z2 dis rete symmetry,  ! . Then the s alar VEV as well as the auxiliary
omponent of the in aton will be vanishing. Thus the in aton eld does not mix with the
SUSY breaking eld in this ase. Another solution is to introdu e large entropy produ tion
at a late time. However, we always need to pay attention to whether the additional eld
that indu es the entropy dilution is free from the mixing with the SUSY breaking se tor
eld or not.
It is a symmetry that determines whether a eld mixes with another, sin e the symmetry di tates stru ture of the intera tions. On e the symmetry is broken spontaneously or
expli itly, there is no reason that the mixings should not o ur. To onstru t a su essful
osmologi al s enario, one must always he k whether the mixings might a e t the dynami s
on erned. Although this might involve the detailed stru ture of e.g. the SUSY breaking
se tor, we believe that thus obtained onstraints on the mixings will shed light on the true
stru ture of the high energy physi s.
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APPENDIX A: DECAY INTO THE GRAVITINOS IN THE GOLDSTINO PICTURE

A ording to the goldstino{equivalen e theorem [26℄, the s alar{gravitino{gravitino intera tion dis ussed in Refs. [1, 2℄ should also be understood in the goldstino limit, i.e., in the
ontext of spontaneously broken global SUSY. Here we show it expli itly. The generi form
of the s alar{goldstino{goldstino intera tion has been derived in Ref. [27℄ in the ontext of
Higgs{goldstino{goldstino intera tion:
i
L = 2F1 FhF i
total
total

!





e L
e + h: :;
Mij2  'j + Mij2 'j P

(A1)

where Mij2  = hVij  i, Mij2 = hVij i and e is the (4- omponent) goldstino eld. Noti e that,
when interpreted in terms of SUGRA, the intera tion does have an enhan ement fa tor
1=Ftotal / 1=m3=2, and there is no hirality suppression. Assuming Mij2   Mij2 and taking
a basis where Mij2  = Æij m2i , we obtain
2
e L
e + h: :;
L~~ = 2Fm FhFi P
total
total
!

(A2)

leading to
1 m5
(R;I ! ee) =
2
32 Ftotal

j hFi j
Ftotal

2

!

:

(A3)

p

This an be rewritten in terms of SUGRA by using Ftotal = 3m3=2MP :

m5
1
(R;I ! 2 3=2) =
96 m23=2MP2

p

j h F i j
Ftotal

2

!

:

(A4)

whi h, by using F =Ftotal = G = 3, reprodu es the result obtained in Refs. [1, 2℄. Whether
it is suppressed or enhan ed by the gravitino mass depends on the fra tional ontribution
of the {multiplet to the total amount of the SUSY breaking, hFi =Ftotal. In the extreme
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ase where  itself is the dominant sour e of the SUSY breaking, hFi =Ftotal ' 1, the rate
is indeed enhan ed. For hF i =Ftotal ' m3=2=m the m3=2 dependen e an els out, and for
hFi =Ftotal <(m3=2=m)2, the rate is suppressed by the gravitino mass.
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